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“While the recession has had a negative impact on retail sales,
footfall at prime shopping centres remains strong as shoppers are
increasingly using centres as entertainment destinations.”
Davina Gray (Research Analyst)








Despite the decline in retail sales and the decline
in economic activity, consumers are still visiting
prime shopping centres but their pattern of
behaviour has shifted.

Savills research shows that average footfall
across key shopping centres managed by Savills
fell by 7.9% between 2008 and 2009.

The Savills footfall index for the first six months of
the 2010 is closely correlated to the footfall
figures or the same period in 2009 with only a
small decline of 1.2%.

Savills data shows that in March/April 2010 the
Savills index outperformed the benchmark data as
result of successful marketing campaigns at
Savills managed shopping centres.








Savills research shows that consumers are still
going to shopping centres, therefore not
dramatically affecting overall footfall numbers, but
they have significantly reduced their spend.

The centres which have entertainment and leisure
offerings integrated into them, recorded a smaller
drop in footfall numbers, as consumers are
increasingly using centres as entertainment
destinations.
Savills data show that there is a correlation
between retail sales and footfall in shopping
centres.

The focus now for shopping centre managers will
not only be on maintaining and increasing footfall
levels in the future but getting consumers to
spend.
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Trends in Shopping Centre Footfall
The decline in retail sales and the rapid decline in
economic activity has been well documented.
However, interestingly, consumers are still visiting
prime shopping centres but their pattern of behaviour
has shifted.
Savills research shows that average footfall across
key shopping centres managed by Savills fell by 7.9%
between 2008 and 2009. The Savills footfall index for
the first six months of the 2010 is closely correlated to
the footfall figures recorded for the same period in
2009 with only a small decline of 1.2%, showing that
after dropping significantly between 2008 and 2009
footfall at prime centres is now stabilising.
When compared to the Experian data (a national
benchmark), the Savills data shadows the trends seen
nationwide. The exception being in March/April 2010
when the Savills index outperformed the benchmark
data arguably as result of successful marketing
campaigns at these shopping centres.
Since the recession consumers have become more
price and value aware as seen in retail sale value and
volume data. Our research shows that consumers are
still going to shopping centres, therefore not
dramatically affecting overall footfall numbers, but they
have significantly reduced their spend. Dwell time has
increased as consumers continue to visit but now
purchase value goods and snacks. Data from the
Savills managed centres which have entertainment

and leisure offerings integrated into them, recorded a
smaller drop in footfall numbers, as consumers are
increasingly using centres as entertainment
destinations.
Savills data show that there is a correlation between
retail sales and footfall in shopping centres. The data
show that when footfall plateaus, retail sales volumes
mirror this, and likewise when retail sales volumes
increase, there is an increase in footfall as well.
Outlook
The focus now for shopping centre managers is not
only be on maintaining and increasing footfall levels in
the future but getting consumers to spend. This is
where the skills of the centre and property managers
will come into force along with retailers tailoring their
products for the now value aware consumer. It will
become essential for centre and property managers to
ensure that vacancy levels in centres are kept to a
minimum and that the retail tenant mix is suitable for
the centre and appeals to the widest range of
consumer tastes and requirements
Marketing is one of the key methods to entice
consumers to a shopping centre. A successful
marketing campaign should result in an increased
level of footfall and in many cases the success of a
campaign will be measured via footfall levels and
tenant/retailer feedback.
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